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The 7th Seal 

A General Timeline  

According to the Book of Revelation Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9 

Shelle McDermott - September 7, 2021  

 

Using multiple sources I will attempt to show the order of events.  I will not give dates with the 

exception of the 2024 solar eclipse, but I will make a bold statement about the timing if the 

2024 event is a major marker for the timing of events.  

 The Book of Revelation, Chapters 6-9 

 Daniel’s visions  

 Esdras in the Apocrypha  

 D&C 45, D&C 88, 137, Ezekiel, Jeremiah, Zechariah, Isaiah, JST, The Book of Mormon 

 Prophetic utterances from early church leaders  

 The LDS New Testament Institute Manual 

 Patterns in modern day visionaries, member and nonmember and more. 

 

Of course we all can make mistakes, or misinterpret but we should not stop sharing or 

encouraging others to search for truth; especially when the intent is to do as commanded and 

to study the coming of our Lord.  I welcome comments and communication for those who are 

on this same path of study and find errors in my work.   

 In D&C 88:79-80 we learn we are given a commandment to teach one another the gospel: 

79 “Of things both in heaven and in the earth, and under the earth; things which have 

been, things which are, things which must shortly come to pass; things which are at 

home, things which are abroad; the wars and the perplexities of the nations, and the 

judgments which are on the land; and a knowledge also of countries and of kingdoms— 

80 That ye may be prepared in all things when I shall send you again to magnify the 

calling whereunto I have called you, and the mission with which I have commissioned 

you.” 
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My Intentions 

 To dispel the notion that the 7th seal is open and showing the timeline of events 

according to John’s words.   

 To show the nearness of the Second Coming by using passages concerning the second 

total solar eclipse, Daniel’s visions, and current political events, and President Russel M. 

Nelson’s words.  

 To show what happens before and then after the opening of the 7th seal, and giving 

some “clues” to look for in timing used in the scriptures.  

 To present that the wicked will experience something different from what the righteous 

will experience.   

 

The Book of Revelation is in order of the events!   

From the LDS New Testament Institute Manual (Ch. 53):   

Gerald N. Lund, who later served as a member of the Seventy, gave an overview of John’s 

visions in Revelation 4–22 and explained some of their basic meanings: 

“The basic structure of the vision is chronological. After seeing the Father and the Son in 

heaven (Rev. 4–5), the vision of the history and destiny of the world begin to unfold for 

John. He sees the first five seals (or first five thousand years of history) in rapid-fire, in 

encapsulated form. Then he sees the opening of the sixth seal, which includes the 

restoration of the gospel. (See Rev. 6:12–7:17.) 

“After that, John sees the seventh period of a thousand years, with great judgments 

poured out upon the earth, including Armageddon (see Rev. 8–9, 11, 16), which 

eventually lead to the utter overthrow of Babylon (see 17–18) and make way for the 

second coming of him who is King of kings and Lord of lords (see 19). (“Seeing the Book 

of Revelation as a Book of Revelation,” Ensign, Dec. 1987, 52). 

 

Starting with Revelation Chapter 6 and the first 6 Seals 

I will start with Chapter 6 of the Book of Revelation.  It is where John the Revelator sees a book 

(scroll) sealed with seven seals and the redemption of those out of every nation.  The history of 

the earth is presented in 1,000 year increments. 
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From the LDS New Testament Manual (Ch. 54):  

As each of the seven seals of the book was opened, John saw visions concerning a 

thousand-year period of earth’s history (see D&C 77:7). Thus, the first seal related to the 

first thousand years of earth’s revealed temporal history (from about 4000 to 3000 B.C.), 

and so forth. 

I will jump to the last three seals.  A brief description of the seals from the Institute Manual:  

Fifth Seal: Altar = Sacrifice 

Souls = Martyrs, Christians killed for their beliefs 

Sixth Seal:  

This thousand-year period will continue until just before Jesus Christ returns in glory and reigns 

personally on the earth. John noted seven signs that will accompany this time period: an 

earthquake, the darkened sun, the moon becoming as blood, stars falling, the heavens opening 

as a scroll (see Joseph Smith Translation, Revelation 6:14 [in Revelation 6:14, footnote a]), 

mountains and islands moving out of their places, and men seeking to hide themselves. Similar 

signs of the times are recorded elsewhere in scripture (see Joel 2:10, 30–31; Haggai 2:6–7; D&C 

29:14; 43:25; 88:87–91). 

[John sees the tribulation at the end of the 6th seal, not the beginning. Rev. 6:17.  The sealing 

of the 144,000 takes place in the 6th seal.  Rev 7:1-8] 

 

Seventh Seal:  

New Jerusalem has been established and the nations are angry that the Saints have inherited 

the land (Rev 11:15, 18) and the destruction of the remaining wicked is about to commence.  

Rev. 8:1-13, 9:1-21, 11:19. 
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The timeline clues of Revelation Chapter 6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When John saw what was in the seal, he saw the END of the seal where the tribulations 

started.  How do we know it was the end of the seal?  Revelation 6:17 tells us: “For the great 

day of his wrath is come; and who shall be able to stand?” 

 

12 And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there 

was a great earthquake; and the sun became black as sackcloth of 

hair, and the moon became as blood; 

13 And the stars of heaven fell unto the earth, even as a fig tree 

casteth her untimely figs, when she is shaken of a mighty wind. 

14 And the heaven departed as a scroll when it is rolled together; and 

every mountain and island were moved out of their places. 

15 And the kings of the earth, and the great men, and the rich men, 

and the chief captains, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and 

every free man, hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the 

mountains; 

16 And said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us from 

the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the 

Lamb: 

17 For the great day of his wrath is come; and who shall be able to 

stand? 

These are the 

descriptions for the 

tribulation period that 

has not been fulfilled 

yet.  

 

The scroll description 

has a footnote that is 

D&C 88:95 that 

describes the Second 

Coming and it takes a 

half hour (30 min) to 

descend.  

We have many rich 

and elite today 

building underground 

bunkers in 

anticipation of great 

destruction.  

The great day of his 

wrath is the 

destruction of the 

wicked at his Second 

Coming.   
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The timeline clues of Revelation Chapter 7  

      

  

  

Chapter Heading:  John also sees in the sixth seal the 

Restoration of the gospel, the sealing of the 144,000, 

and the hosts of the exalted from all nations. 

1 And after these things I saw four angels standing on 

the four corners of the earth, holding the four winds 

of the earth, that the wind should not blow on the 

earth, nor on the sea, nor on any tree. 

2 And I saw another angel ascending from the east, 

having the seal of the living God: and he cried with a 

loud voice to the four angels, to whom it was given to 

hurt the earth and the sea, 

3 Saying, Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor the 

trees, till we have sealed the servants of our God in 

their foreheads. 

4 And I heard the number of them which were 

sealed: and there were sealed an hundred and forty 

and four thousand of all the tribes of the children of 

Israel. 

John is in the 6th seal still and he 

sees the 144k being called!  Not 

happened yet.  Will do so at AOA.  

Notice “after these things” (from 

Chapter 6.  He is still in the 6th seal 

and giving an order of events!  

 

The 144,000 is a “title” and there 

will be many more than them.  It is 

symbolic of 12,000 from all 12 

Tribes of Israel!  That means the 

church has to be worldwide and its 

full maturity for this to be fulfilled! 

This event has not happened yet!  
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Note that the Institute Manual also gives a timeline! For a full view:  

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/bc/content/shared/content/images/gospel-

library/manual/10734/book-of-revelation-overview_1317093_prt.pdf 
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Note: Along the top of this page, seal 6 and 7 have the events listed that will take 

place!  Clearly, we are in the 6th seal.  Once Zion/New Jerusalem is established, we 

can move on to the 7th seal.  
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More timing clues:  Those in New Jerusalem “came out of great tribulation”. 

 

 DOZ in 2011 pointed out that the two eclipses coming to America in 2017 and 2024 

were symbolic that Adam-ondi-Ahman had taken place. 

 Timing Clue:  In D&C 45:42-45 it says that the sun will be darkened (total solar eclipse) 

just before the “Day of the Lord” shall come and the remnant shall be gathered (AOA) 

unto this place and “I will come” and then the resurrection takes place!   

 Timing Clue: Matthew 24:29-30 “Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall 

the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her light…. then shall appear the son 

of man.” Clearly a total solar eclipse in 2024 will have something to do with the timing.  

We are not scheduled for another total eclipse until the year 2316! 

 

 

“ 14 And I said unto him, Sir, thou knowest. And he 

said to me, These are they which came out of great 

tribulation, and have washed their robes, and made 

them white in the blood of the Lamb.  

15 Therefore are they before the throne of God, and 

serve him day and night in his temple: and he that 

sitteth on the throne shall dwell among them.” 

16 They shall hunger no more, neither thirst any 

more; neither shall the sun light on them, nor any 

heat. 

17 For the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne 

shall feed them, and shall lead them unto living 

fountains of waters: and God shall wipe away all 

tears from their eyes. 

Then verse 14 describes New 

Jerusalem with the throne and those 

who around the throne, John says 

these are they that came out of great 

tribulation.  Still the 6th Seal events. 

These are those who came to the 

temple and served!  

They will receive translation and 

given a mission! They will not be 

subject to any more of the 

tribulations still to come! 
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The timeline clues of Chapter 8   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The half hour of silence also coincides with D&C 88:93-97 that a sign appeared in heaven (the 

Savior descending) and all people shall see it and then there is a half an hour of silence (30 

minutes).  This also describes that the tares are bundled and ready to be burned.  This also 

describes the Morning of the First Resurrection! THIS IS THE SECOND COMING! 

D&C 88:93-97 

93 And immediately there shall appear a great sign in heaven, and all people shall see it 

together. 

94 And another angel shall sound his trump, saying: That great church, the mother of 

abominations, that made all nations drink of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, that 

persecuteth the saints of God, that shed their blood—she who sitteth upon many waters, 

and upon the islands of the sea—behold, she is the tares of the earth; she is bound in 

bundles; her bands are made strong, no man can loose them; therefore, she is ready to be 

burned. And he shall sound his trump both long and loud, and all nations shall hear it. 

95 And there shall be silence in heaven for the space of half an hour; and immediately after 

shall the curtain of heaven be unfolded, as a scroll is unfolded after it is rolled up, and the 

face of the Lord shall be unveiled; 

96 And the saints that are upon the earth, who are alive, shall be quickened and be caught 

up to meet him. 

Chapter heading:  John sees fire and 

desolation poured out during the 

seventh seal and preceding the 

Second Coming. 

1 And when he had opened the 

seventh seal, there was silence in 

heaven about the space of half an 

hour. 

2 And I saw the seven angels which 

stood before God; and to them were 

given seven trumpets. 

Rev 8:1 - It is the introduction to the 

events in the 7th Seal that starts with a ½ 

hour of silence.  Silence has a footnote!  

Below is the footnote, it gives a bigger 

and confirming description in D&C 88:95 

that it is 30 minutes. 

In Revelation 11:15, we find the 

description of the 7th Seal that the 

kingdoms of the world become the 

kingdoms of God. This is the result of 

AOA having just happened.  This has not 

happened yet!  
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97 And they who have slept in their graves shall come forth, for their graves shall be opened; 

and they also shall be caught up to meet him in the midst of the pillar of heaven— 

 

The 7th Seal is opened at his Second Coming!  

Although Doctrine and Covenants 88:93 does not reveal what the “great sign in heaven” 

will be, it does say that “all people shall see it together.” The Lord taught His disciples in 

Jerusalem that “after the tribulation of [the last] days, … then shall appear the sign of 

the Son of Man in heaven, and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn; and they shall 

see the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven, with power and great glory” (Joseph 

Smith—Matthew 1:36; see also Matthew 24:29–30). 

Describing the signs preceding the Second Coming of Jesus Christ, the Prophet Joseph 

Smith (1805–1844) declared: “Then will appear one grand sign of the Son of Man in 

heaven. But what will the world do? They will say it is a planet, a comet, etc. But the Son 

of Man will come as the sign of the coming of the Son of Man, which will be as the light 

of the morning cometh out of the east” (Teachings of Presidents of the Church: Joseph 

Smith [2007], 252–53). 
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Seventh Seal:  

The 7th seal of 1,000 years coincides with the start of the last 1000 years (the Millennium).  The 

Savior’s Second Coming opens the Millennium. New Jerusalem has been established and the 

destruction of the remaining wicked is about to commence.   

 

Timing Clues:   

 The seals are 1,000 years each.  The Savior cannot come until those seals are opened.  If 

the timer started when he was born, he would have come in the year 2000 A.D. If they 

start at his resurrection, it would be 33 A.D. and the latest he could come is 2033.  

However, the Savior said in Matt 24:22 that he would shorten the days, lest there be no 

flesh saved.  

 So, if we look to another clue from Joseph Smith that the Lord was born on a Sunday, 

April 6th, he was resurrected on a Sunday, April 6th and the church was appointed to be 

restored on a Sunday, April 6th, then it may be a sign that his Second Coming will be on 

a Sunday, April 6th.  The next Sunday, April 6th is in the year 2025.  How convenient.  

We have the final total solar eclipse in 2024 as a symbol of Adam-ondi-Ahman – which is 

to take place in secret before the Second Coming of the Lord.  

 

 The August 2021 cover of the Liahona (Ensign) has the Savior in his red robe with the 

title: “Preparing to Meet the Lord”.  This was a light bulb moment!  The brethren would 

not do this if it was 10 years away!!  It’s much sooner!  It’s within a few years!  

 

 President Nelson in April Conference of 2020 did a solemn assembly during conference!  

That is usually reserved for the temple or closed circuit events.  He never gave his 

reason.  Then I ran across this scripture:  Joel 1:14 

14 ¶ Sanctify ye a fast, call a solemn assembly, gather the elders and all the inhabitants 

of the land into the house of the Lord your God, and cry unto the Lord, 

15 Alas for the day! for the day of the Lord is at hand, and as a destruction from the 

Almighty shall it come. 
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 Then we have endowment changes in January 2019.  It was symbolic of the Jewish 

wedding feast where if you were invited, you would move your robe to the right 

shoulder and the community knew you were going!  Now look at this scripture:   

 

Daniel 9:27 

27 And he shall confirm the covenant with many for one week: and in the midst of the 

week he shall cause the sacrifice and the oblation to cease, and for the overspreading of 

abominations he shall make it desolate, even until the consummation, and that 

determined shall be poured upon the desolate. 

In January of 2019, the covenant (endowment) was confirmed!   

One week is 7 years, and in the middle of those 7 years, the temple work (daily sacrifice) 

will cease.  (2022.5) because of an abomination that will make things desolate until the 

consummation (2 prophets die in Jerusalem).   

 Now we have two TOTAL solar eclipses crossing America (never before) in 2017 and 

2024 (7 years apart) that is intersecting in the middle of America where many of the 

church history sites are located and one of them is Adam-ondi-Ahman.  AOA is the first 

of the Savior’s three visits:   Joseph F. Smith 

 

To review the significance of the Second Eclipse, click here: 

https://www.nofearpreps.com/uploads/1/4/4/2/14427784/the_significance_of_the_second_e

clipse_5_2021.pdf      (go to nofearpreps.com, click on free books) 
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Something Interesting About the Eclipse Symbols 

My friend Wayne Davies pointed out that the X pattern (Tav) in Hebrew signifies “a new 

beginning”.   

The moon is used for the Jewish signs, and the sun is used for the Gentile signs.  

When a total solar eclipse happens, it is the moon that is in front of the sun.  The Jews are 

about to receive the gospel again and the times of the Gentiles is about to end.   
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What is a Chiasmus? John wrote in Chiasms.  

Chiasmus is a writing structure of ancient origins of the Middle East – primarily Hebrew writings 

- where words / themes flow forward and then reverse in parallel phrases (A, B, C, D, D, C, B, A).  

The first significant writing on the subject where this was recognized was in 1855. (Odd, Joseph 

Smith translated the Book of Mormon earlier than that and it was full of chiasms!) 

Here’s a sample of the chiasms in Book of Revelation 

                                                            

  

 

7 – 144k 

8 – Trumpets (destruction of wicked)  

9 – Last 3 Trumpets, 3 Woes  

10 – Conversion of the Lamanites  

11 – The end of Armageddon, 2 

prophets, Adam-ondi-Ahman  

12 – The church is driven into the 

wilderness during the Great Apostasy 

and then again by the New World 

Order (red dragon) 

13 – The beastly new world system 

with a false prophet to lead the 

people to the Mark of the Beast. 

 

 

 

 

14 – The sealing of the 144,000, 

New Jerusalem, Babylon is Fallen, 

Reap the Harvest 

15 – Last 7 plagues, victory over 

the beastly system, nations come 

to Zion, vials are poured 

16  - Order of Vials – final 

destruction, Armageddon 

stopped 

17 – Beastly system symbols.  

Woman, beast, 10 horns, 

Mystery Babylon, final presidents  

18 – Babylon is fallen, plagues 

come in one day, she is burned 

with fire (nuclear), God has 

avenged the prophets, merchants 

deceived the nations with 

sorcercies (Hebrew: Pharmakea, 

Pharmacy, administering of 

poisons) 

 

Winding Up 

Scenes 

19 – Wedding 

Feast, beast and 

false prophet are 

thrown into the 

pit.  

20 – Satan is 

bound for 1,000 

years.  He is 

released at the 

end for a season 

and he tries to 

attack New 

Jerusalem and is 

burned with fire.  

21 – There is a 

new earth, New 

Jerusalem is 

from heaven 

(City of Enoch). 

22 – Tree of Life 

translated in to 

heal the land.  
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How do we know which events in Chapter 8 & 9 are before the Second Coming and which 

ones are after? All of them, except #7.   

 In D&C 45 it says the Savior will stop Armageddon when he comes back for the 2nd Coming. 

Angel 1: 1/3 of the grass burned up. 
Angel 2: 1/3 of the sea becomes blood, 1/3 of the ships destroyed.  
Angel 3: 1/3 of the rivers and waters are made bitter (Wormwood).  
Angel 4: 1/3 of the sun, moon and stars are smitten and darkened.  
Angel 5: Sun and air darkened; those without the seal of God are tormented for 5 mo. 
Angel 6: (Armageddon) 1/3 of men are killed. (Woe #2) 
-----------------------------SECOND COMING----------------------- 
Angel 7: Destruction of the remaining wicked. (Woe #3) 

 
 
 

In D&C 45, there is an “order” of events before the Second Coming:  

31 And there shall be men standing in that generation that shall not pass until they shall see 

an overflowing scourge; for a desolating sickness shall cover the land. 

32 But my disciples shall stand in holy places, and shall not be moved; but among the wicked, 

men shall lift up their voices and curse God and die. 

33 And there shall be earthquakes also in divers places, and many desolations; yet men will 

harden their hearts against me, and they will take up the sword, one against another, and 

they will kill one another.  38 Even so it shall be in that day when they shall see all these 

things, then shall they know that the hour is nigh. 

39 And it shall come to pass that he that feareth me shall be looking forth for the great day of 

the Lord to come, even for the signs of the coming of the Son of Man. 

40 And they shall see signs and wonders, for they shall be shown forth in the heavens above, 

and in the earth beneath. 

41 And they shall behold blood, and fire, and vapors of smoke. 

42 And before the day of the Lord shall come, the sun shall be darkened, and the moon be 

turned into blood, and the stars fall from heaven. 

43 And the remnant shall be gathered unto this place; 

44 And then they shall look for me, and, behold, I will come; and they shall see me in the 

clouds of heaven, clothed with power and great glory; with all the holy angels; and he that 

watches not for me shall be cut off. 

45 But before the arm of the Lord shall fall, an angel shall sound his trump, and the saints that 

have slept shall come forth to meet me in the cloud. 

A plague. 

 

 

Wicked will 

die. 

 Earthquakes 

War We will know 

if we have 

been looking.  

 

 

More signs 

and wonders. 

Blood, fire, 

smoke 

An eclipse! 

 

Adam-ondi-

Ahman has 

happened!   

The Second 

Coming is any 

time now! 

 Resurrection 
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Not everyone will be at AOA.  Most of the membership will not even know it happened.  

“When this gathering is held, the world will not know of it; the members of the Church at 

large will not know of it, yet it shall be preparatory to the coming in the clouds of glory 

of our Savior Jesus Christ as the Prophet Joseph Smith has said. The world cannot know 

of it. The Saints cannot know of it—except those who officially shall be called into this 

council—for it shall precede the coming of Jesus Christ as a thief in the night, unbeknown 

to all the world.” (Way to Perfection, pp. 290–91.)       
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Here are the quick descriptions of the chapters covered and the rest of the chapters in Revelation that 

give you a few more details to the events.  

Ch. 6 - End of the 6th seal – Tribulations (EQ, Eclipse, men in fear)  

 

Ch. 7 - After Tribulation, sealing of the 144k (New Jerusalem being built)  

More Tribulations  

 

Ch. 8 - 30 min. silence, 7 trumpets leading up to the 30 min.  

#5 (10 Tribes), #6 Armageddon, #7 Destruction of the remaining wicked.  

 

Ch. 9 - #5, #6, #7 (3 Woes)  

Those who do not repent of their sorceries will be thrown in the bottomless pit.  

 

Ch. 10 - John’s little book (his mission is to convert the Lamanites)  

 

Ch. 11 -Two prophets go to Jerusalem 

Nations are angry the kingdoms of the earth are given to the Saints  

Temple in heaven opens and great hail comes to the world.  

 

Ch. 12 - Woman (church) w/child (church of the First Born) driven into the wilderness  

(Red beast = NWO)  (CALL OUT)  

 

Ch. 13 - Beastly AC system comes from the earth (the whole world)  

Has a false prophet (Pope) that endorses the new system. Implements the MOB.  

 

Ch. 14 – New Jerusalem, 144k, Babylon is fallen (US is destroyed)  

 

Ch. 15 - Last 7 plagues, People who got victory over the mark, the beast, his image, his number stand 

with harps of God.  Stand with the King of saints. Temple in heaven opened and 7 plagues poured out.  

 

Ch. 16 - Sores, sea dies, water bad, sun scorches, beast kingdom gnaw in pain,  great Hail  

 
Ch. 17 - Woman (DC) on the Beast (NWO) with 10 horns (10 kings possible: Soros, Bezos, Zuckerburg, 

etc., the wealth of kings with no kingdom) 7 Heads = 7 mountains (see DC built on 7 hills); 5 presidents 

(kings) fallen (done), 1 is, 1 is a short space (raiser in taxes) 

8th is of the 7 (7 who were previous) Makes war with the Lamb (Christ, LDS)  

 

Note: John saw the last 8 presidents of a mighty nation.  To read more, go here: 

https://www.nofearpreps.com/uploads/1/4/4/2/14427784/the_8th_king_03-22-21_combined.pdf     

(go to nofearpreps.com, click on Free Books, “The 8th King”)  

 

  

https://www.nofearpreps.com/uploads/1/4/4/2/14427784/the_8th_king_03-22-21_combined.pdf
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Ch. 18 

Babylon is fallen (US) 

Wealth and Fame are gone  

Come out – receive not of her plagues  

Plagues come in 1 day  

She is burned with fire (nukes)  

Kings lament her, stand afar off, no man can buy her merchandise 

God has avenged the prophets 

Merchants deceived the nations with their sorceries (pharmacy).  

 

Ch. 19 

Marriage w/the Lamb is come (Second Coming)  

White linen – righteous invited  

Savior on a white horse wearing red robe.  

Comes with armies.  

Beast and False Prophet and their remnant taken to the bottomless pit.  

 

Ch. 20 

Satan is bound for 1,000 years and those with the MOB will stay in the grave until the end of the 

Millennium.  

Satan will be loosed again at the end.  

He will attack New Jerusalem.  

Fire from heaven will devour him.  

Dead will be judged for their works.  

 

Ch. 21 

New earth.  New Jerusalem (City of Enoch) will come down from heaven. No more pain.   

The faithful will overcome.  

Sorceries in the lake of fire (hell).   

Jerusalem out heaven (see footnote, JST, New Jerusalem not Jerusalem)  

Lamb will light the earth.   

No unclean thing will enter New Jerusalem.  

 

Ch. 22 – Tree of life in New Jerusalem 
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Mini Timeline by Joseph Smith  
 

Now, review what was recorded that Joseph Smith said that the next great trouble in America 

will be a dollar devaluation and it will trigger a civil war, then we will be weakened and other 

nations will invade:  

 

“My brother Noah Packard says that he heard the Prophet Joseph say that the next great U.S. 

civil war, after the war of the rebellion, (the civil war of the 1860’s between the North and 

South) would commence in a little town now called Chicago, but at that time it would have 

grown to be a very large city. And another brother told me that the Prophet said that the cause 

of the next great trouble of the United States would be the depreciation of the currency of the 

United States. I believe I have given you all the facts in as short and concise a manner as 

possible.”      -LDS church archives, letter from Nephi Packard to A. Milton Musser, July 24, 

1896. 

 

"There will be two great political parties in this country. One will be called the Republican, and 

the other the Democrat party. These two parties will go to war and out of these two parties will 

spring another party which will be the Independent American Party. The United States will 

spend her strength and means warring in foreign lands until other nations will say, 'Let's divide 

up the lands of the United States', then the people of the U.S. will unite and swear by the blood 

of their forefathers, that the land shall not be divided. Then the country will go to war, and they 

will fight until one half of the U.S. army will give up, and the rest will continue to struggle. They 

will keep on until they are very ragged and discouraged, and almost ready to give up - when the 

boys from the mountains will rush forth in time to save the American Army from defeat and 

ruin. And they will say, 'Brethren, we are glad you have come; give us men, henceforth, who 

can talk with God'. Then you will have friends, but you will save the country when its liberty 

hangs by a hair, as it were." 
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Plagues 
Now let’s add to that basic order the plagues we know from some of the visionaries:  

 

DOZ (Dreams of Zion) – said there are three deadly plagues.  He said the tribulations will kick off with a 

worldwide influenza pandemic that comes in three waves, and then 3 deadly plagues (see below) that 

are 3 months apart.  Millions will die.   

 

VOG (Visions of Glory) – said the Asian troops showed up inoculated against the plague that devastated 

the east coast.  

 

John Taylor – said a plague with a black spot (broken vessels) appears and you die within 24-48 hours.  It 

devastates the east coast and there is no one left to bury the dead.  The cities are set on fire.  Not a 

house in Salt Lake that did not have a badge of mourning.  

 

 The white blister plague (weaponized small pox) mostly on the coastlines.  Will be stopped.  

Sarah Menet, Hector Sosa, VOG, DOZ saw this.  

 The plague of Fear (immune systems trashed, die of common cold) Need faith to be healed.  

Both DOZ and Suzanne Freeman saw this.  

 Weaponized Ebola type plague – This is used just prior to an invasion from foreign countries on 

both coastlines.  This plague also breaks past the U.S. borders and goes around the world.  John 

Taylor, DOZ, VOG, Sarah Menet saw this.  

 This is the “desolating scourge” found in D&C 45:30-32. 

 This is the noisome and grievous sore upon the men who had the mark of the beast. Rev 16:2.  

 This is the desolating scourge that shall go forth among the inhabitants of the earth. D&C 5:19. 

 

Timing Clue: Once the first white blister plague breaks out, the Call Out is the next spring.  
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The Call to Places of Safety during a Plague: 

 

We know from the Book of Plagues Dream (church archives) this passage:  

 

"Below this picture (poison falling from the sky) was the description: ‘A camp of the Saints who 

have gathered together and are living under the daily revelations of God, and are thus preserved 

from the plague.’ I understood from this that each family was in its tent during the hours of the 

day that the poison falls, and thus were preserved from breathing the deathly particles.” 

 

When the last plague is being sprayed on the people, the Saints are in their tents.  This is the call to 

places of safety (March/April) BEFORE the Ebola type plague is starting in the east.  This is the woman 

being driven into the wilderness by the red beast (NWO).  This is Daniel 7:25 where the last president 

will “wear out the saints” and the footnote says the church will be driven into the wilderness. 

 

 The visions say the camps are about 1.5 years to 2.5 years.  The scriptures say nourished for a 

time, and times, and half a time. 

 It is during this time that people are called periodically to go to Missouri to help build New 

Jerusalem.  

 These places are to provide divine protection, but it is also a time to sanctify his people and 

qualify them for glorification (translation).   
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Earthquakes 
 

We know from the scriptures there will be several large earthquakes around the world.  It is from the 

visionaries that we can pinpoint some of them.   

 

 The Madrid Fault line will split the Mississippi River to 40 miles wide. Successive, small 

earthquakes making the continent split in two.  

 The Wasatch Front earthquake that will go from the South of Idaho to the tip of Arizona.  The 

epicenter is in Draper.  The Salt Lake Valley will fill in with underground water for approximately 

18 months.  This is in the fall of some year.  The Call Out is in the (March/April) spring preceding 

this earthquake.  

 There are larger earthquakes in California before the Utah one.  

 There are three months of destruction immediately following the missionaries being called 

home.  New York City will have several earthquakes. The southern tip of Florida will fall off.  The 

states of Washington and Maryland will become inland seas.  The Call Out is one month after 

this destruction.  
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WWIII 

 
The descriptions we have from the visions goes something like this:  

 The war takes place in the Pacific Ocean (Cardston Prophecy)  

 N. Korea does something wrong and we empty 6 military bases to fight them.  China 

intercepts and attacks us at sea. (Warwick) 

 This is preceded by an incident in the Middle East where Israel has been attacked by a 

missile and they in turn attack Iran (the start of Armageddon, an ongoing series of wars 

for 3.5 years) (Menet) 

 This war is fought by the 6th President who is Biden according Daniel 11:18-19 when he 

goes to the Isles (Asia).  Then he stumbles and falls and not found.  #7 is the raiser in 

taxes and lives only a few days.  #8 is the return of a previous president.  Then the NWO 

is in charge.  The Remnant is in the wilderness during the 8th president.  

 

 

  

Reign of #6 
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Reign of #8.  Last President before 

the New World Order tries to rule.  

The 10 Tribes will remove them. 
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Armageddon 

 
A few details:  

 It is a series of skirmishes for 1,260 days (Rev 11) when 2 prophets hold off the world’s 

army for that long.  These two have apostolic powers.  

 Daniel 11:30-31 shows the last king/president also goes over to Middle East and being 

stopped by the ships of Chittim (Ezekiel’s wheel, a round spacecraft that has the 10 

Tribes symbols).  This causes this king to go after the people of the holy covenant and 

Daniel 7:21a shows this last king will drive the Saints into the wilderness (look at the 

footnote).  

 
Timing Clue: Once Armageddon starts, we can count forward 3.5 years for it to end with the 

Savior rescuing the Jews!  Then he comes back for the Second Coming!   When it ends, we will 

know because there will be light instead of the night Zech 14:6-7.  Look for Armageddon to start 

when the 3rd temple is announced. 
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Adam-ondi-Ahman  

 
Joseph Fielding Smith: Church History and Modern Revelation. p.44 

"Daniel and John each saw the opposition the little horn made against the Church of Jesus Christ 

of Latter-day Saints. This opposition will continue until the grand council is held at Adam-ondi-

Ahman. This "little horn" (Dan. 7:20-22; Rev. 13) is making a renewed and determined effort 

today to destroy the Church. 

  

The Lord has decreed otherwise and while its power will last until Michael comes and the Son of 

Man receives his rightful place, this great power will endure. It must, however, fall, and 

according to the scriptures its end will come rather suddenly." (D. & C. 29:21; 1Nephi 13:1-9; Rev. 

Chapters 17-18.) 

 

Here’s what we know:  

 

 New Jerusalem needs to be started for AOA to happen.  

 AOA will be done in secret.  

 This is the start of the 144,000 being called.  

 Babylon will fall right after AOA.  The Saints have inherited the land.  

 AOA is the first visit by the Savior, then Jerusalem, then the world.  

 DOZ in 2011 pointed out that the two eclipses coming to America in 2017 and 2024 

were symbolic that Adam-ondi-Ahman had taken place. 

 Timing Clue:  In D&C 45:42-45 it says that the sun will be darkened (total solar eclipse) 

just before the “Day of the Lord” shall come and the remnant shall be gathered (AOA) 

unto this place and “I will come” and then the resurrection takes place!   

 Timing Clue: Matthew 24:29-30 “Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall 

the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her light…. then shall appear the son 

of man.” Clearly a total solar eclipse in 2024 will have something to do with the timing.  

We are not scheduled for another total eclipse until the year 2316! 
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IF, and I mean IF the April 2024 eclipse is a symbol that AOA has happened or will happen 

shortly, then he will put an end to Armageddon and the Second Coming would be Sunday, April 

6, 2025. For this to happen, Armageddon needs to start before December 2021. 

 

The next Sunday, April 6th is 2031.  That is seven years after the eclipse, it is possible that the 

Second Coming will be as late as 2031, but Elder Neil A. Maxwell shared that there will be a 

compression of events and you won’t remember what started it all.  Revelation 18:17 Babylon 

falls quickly!    

 

I am more inclined to believe that the 2024 eclipse is the sign for AOA. Once that happens, the 

earth is ready for the Second Coming.    

 

Rev 7 shows that the Saints in New Jerusalem “came out of great tribulation”.  The country is 

pretty much destroyed and it is time for the 10 Tribes to return, the Lamanites to be converted 

and the Jews to receive the gospel.  We will need the help of those who are resurrected in the 

Morning of the First Resurrection.  Of course the tares will continue to be bundled and burned.  

In D&C 88 it shows the Savior descending AND the tares have been bundled.   
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Dollar Devaluation & Civil War 

 
Notice there is not a clue for when the Dollar Devaluation would start.  There are some visions 

who give us a peek into the conditions:  

 

Patriarch Charles Evans 

 

Thou seest also that letters written by a Jew have wrought great confusion in the finances of 

the nation which, together with the policy of many wealthy ones, has produced distress and do 

presage further sorrow."  (1) 

 

Factions now sprang up as if by magic; capital had entrenched itself against labor throughout 

the land; labor was organized against capital. The voice of the wise sought to tranquilize these 

two powerful factors in vain. Excited multitudes ran wildly about; strikes increased; lawlessness 

sought the place of regular government. At this juncture I saw a banner floating in air whereon 

was written the words Bankruptcy, Famine, Floods, Fire, Cyclones, Blood, Plague. Mad with 

rage men and women rushed upon each other.  

 

Bishop Koyle Vision 

He was told by the messenger that there would be a great crash in the land before the period of 

famine began. This crash would be brought about by prices going up, which condition was 

illustrated to him as being like a person on high stilts. When prices became extremely high, 

something happened in the land like knocking the stilts from under the person and down came 

everything. Businesses closed down, labor was thrown out of work, people were hungry, and 

great tribulations were in the land. 

 

It appears the devaluation is hand in hand with the civil war.  Here are some descriptions of the 

civil war in America:  

 

 D&C 87:4-5 Race driven.  

 D&C 45:68-69 People need to flee to Zion if you don’t want to fight in the war.  

 The New Jerusalem temple will be built right after the Civil War.  

 It will begin in Chicago over union contracts.  

 Will be begin in the month of August of some year.  

 The missionaries will be called home before the Civil War.  Famine will be in full swing. 

 Great cities will be left desolate.  

 Daniel 11:22 shows the last president comes in with the arms of a flood.  The expression 

arms of a flood is used to describe war.  This might be an indication which president is in 

power when it starts.   
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